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Abstract 
E-business courses were introduced in many universit ies around the world about ten years ago. 
Sometimes they were introduced at the undergraduate level, sometimes at postgraduate level and 
sometimes at both. This paper will present a case study examining the postgraduate e-business 
courses in two Australian universit ies and how they have changed over the last few years. The 
paper describes factors that influence the development of e-business courses and outlines a theory 
of subject development, originally intended to explain the development of new school subjects in 
19th century England. We make use of this theory to explain what has happened, and is st ill hap-
pening, in the case of e-business curriculum in Australia. 

Keywords: E-business, e-commerce, university postgraduate curriculum, curriculum change. 

Introduction 
About ten years ago many universit ies in Australia, and also around the world, began introducing 
new e-business subject matter and materials at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels. In 
some cases this represented complete courses in e-business, while in others cases individual sub-
jects were added to exist ing courses. (In this paper we will use the term ‘subject’ in the Australian 
context to refer to an individual semester-length unit of study, and ‘course’ to mean a collection 

of subjects that make up the award of a 
degree.) While undergraduate e-business 
courses need to provide a discipline base 
in computing and business on which the 
e-business content can be built , post-
graduate e-business courses typically 
aim to provide addit ional ‘top-up’ mate-
rial to information systems, general 
business or engineering graduates on 
how information and communication 
technologies (ICT) or e-business proc-
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esses might affect their work (Tatnall, 2002).  

In common with the technology itself, and in contrast with many other established disciplines, 
however, these courses have not remained static and have evolved considerably and at a fast rate 
over this period. Perhaps the first thing to occur was a re-consideration of the name: e-Commerce 
versus e-Business. On a literal interpretation the term e-commerce is quite limited and could be 
used to refer only to financial transactions on the Internet. The term e-business, on the other hand, 
can be interpreted much more widely. Having said this though, many people also use the term e-
commerce in a very wide sense and the same way that others use the term e-business. In this pa-
per we will use the term e-business without meaning to preclude courses referred to as e-
commerce. 

At around the turn of the century, many e-business courses were developed in a short period of 
t ime and soon became very popular. Some people at the t ime, however, suggested that these 
courses would ‘probably disappear in five years’ (Melymuka, 2000). This supposit ion was based 
on two premises: 

1. Firstly, that many of the concepts being taught specifically in e-business subjects would 
eventually be taught as part of common business subjects (for instance, e-Marketing con-
cepts would become part of normal Marketing) and so there would be less need for spe-
cific e-business related skills (Wahl, 1999). 

2. Secondly, that e-business represented the latest ‘fad’ and may disappear in t ime.  

This did not happen, and this paper will begin with case studies examining the e-business subjects 
and courses at Victoria University and RMIT University, Australia. We will look at this material 
as it  was first developed and at how it has changed over the years. We will then consider some 
theory relating to curriculum change and see how this fits with what we have observed in our 
courses. 

The E-Business Specialisation at Victoria University 
The postgraduate Electronic Business specialisation at Victoria University (VU) was introduced 
in 2002 as part of both an MBA and a Master of Business in e-Commerce and Marketing. (This 
postgraduate offering followed the earlier introduction of a Bachelor of Business in e-Commerce.) 
It was designed to prepare students for the management, application and use of e-business and 
related technologies. This was not a complete course, but a series of individual subjects that could 
be taken as part of one of these two courses. The specialisation covered issues relating to the 
Internet, intranets and extranets as well as use of the Internet as a business research and commu-
nications tool (Tatnall, Groom, & Burgess, 2002). Init ially, it  consisted of three subjects: Internet 
Commerce, Internet Technologies in Business and Building Internet Commerce Systems. 

Internet Commerce 
This introductory e-business subject was designed to provide an overview of how business is 
conducted over the Internet, along with the technological and infrastructure requirements and 
business and management issues relating to electronic business. The subject introduced the Inter-
net and e-commerce practices and emerging trends and features, with an overview of how busi-
ness was conducted over the Internet. 

Internet Technologies in Business 
This subject aimed to examine ways that a business could use Internet technologies, as well as 
technologies such as intranets and firewalls to improve business processes and store business 
documents. It  examined the use of intranets and extranets in business, the use of the Internet for 
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business research, and the use of the Internet for business communication (Tatnall, Groom et al. 
2002). Its objective was to examine the ways that a business could use Internet technologies to 
improve its own business processes, find business information and improve communication by 
increasing the information richness of the communication and lowering communication costs. It  
endeavoured to introduce those areas of use of Internet technologies that were not taught in other 
specialisations, but are were used in the business world.  

Building Internet Commerce Systems 
The subject examined the use of HTML and other mark-up languages, design issues, scripting 
and programming for the Internet. It  also covered topics such as Web databases, implementation 
options, and the future of Internet design. The idea was to provide students with an understanding 
of the complexit ies of the design and development of Web sites for commercial environments. 
The subject proceeded through the levels of Web site design sophistication to the point where 
students would be expected to design user-friendly Web applications of relative complexity.  

Stage 2 – Later Developments at VU 
One challenge that then emerged for the course developers was the need to produce a specialisa-
t ion that was available to students studying other courses. Most of these students were already 
studying Masters in Business programs with specialisations in the Information Systems field. As 
opposed to MBA graduates, these students are typically employed in fields such as business 
analysis, help-desk, information specialist, or as some type of technical specialist, and as such 
there was a need to provide students with a foundation in the areas of business and ICT. Ehie 
(2002) identified e-commerce as part of the discipline area of Management Information Systems, 
it  also being recommended in a study for MIS business practit ioners as a niche area for business 
schools. So, what areas should be included in the new subjects? The primary relationships in e-
business occur between government, consumers and business. Within the business arena there are 
the various forms of business-to-business (B2B) relationships, and within individual businesses 
there are the use of intranets for internal business processes and decision-making.  

In addit ion to this, the environment is clouded by the extensions that mobile commerce (m-
commerce) will add to e-business functionality and the fact that now small and medium sized 
businesses (SMEs) are adopting Internet technologies at a rapid rate. SMEs, of course, lack the 
resources (t ime, expertise and capital) to implement e-business in as effective a manner as larger 
businesses (Burgess, 2002). With this view of the e-business marketplace in mind, it  was deter-
mined that the best way in which to expand the offerings of the specialisation was to modify two 
exist ing masters subjects – Executive Computing and Building Small Business Systems that had 
previously been tailored to those specific areas of computing, and had gradually incorporated as-
pects of Internet technologies over recent years.  

Executive and mobile computing 
The purpose of this subject was to introduce students to information technologies that support 
managerial work and decision making, part icularly the business executive away from the office 
and on the move, but needing to keep in touch. Topics covered included: executive information 
needs, decision making and decision support systems, group support systems, executive 
productivity tools, mobile executive computing – ‘keeping in touch whilst on the move’, 
executive information systems, knowledge management, integration and implementation of 
management support systems. Those mobile technologies that could interface with exist ing 
systems of the business were to be part icularly emphasised.  
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Small business information and internet systems 
This subject introduced the student to a range of topics relating to ICT and Internet usage by 
small business. The idea was for the students to be able to build a small business system and ad-
vise on appropriate business use of the Internet. Topics covered included: the role of ICT and the 
Internet in small business, selecting applications for small business, integrating information and 
Internet systems with small business processes, selecting hardware and operating systems for 
small business, networking, building small business applications, office suite programming and 
integrating office and Internet applications. 

The Current Situation at VU 
Subsequent to the development of these subjects, the demand for e-business elective subjects 
from courses such as the Masters of Business in Information Systems increased. More recently, a 
Master of Business in E-Commerce has been introduced. This course includes all of these e-
business subjects, along with a series of electives. 

E-Business at RMIT 
RMIT University introduced a postgraduate course in e-business in 2000, aimed at mature stu-
dents with three years work experience. Like VU, this followed an excursion several years earlier 
into undergraduate e-business curricula. The Master of e-Business was offered in two formats – 
by coursework and by research, based on the assumption that there were many emerging elec-
tronic business issues that remained unresolved, and that growth potential in this area was enor-
mous. Students in both the research and coursework programs were encouraged to undertake a 
project in conjunction with their company of employment. The course was generally delivered 
over weekends or during the evenings to minimise disruption to normal work demands for the 
students, who were offered a combination of lectures, presentations, discussions, case studies, 
online discussions, tutorials and workshops. Collaborative work with students from overseas uni-
versit ies was also incorporated into some subjects. For the coursework program students would 
undertake eight core e-business subjects, three elective subjects and an industry project. The re-
search version of the course was a hybrid coursework and research degree running over two 
years. The coursework subjects were to provide students with the required knowledge of the dis-
cipline and to reduce the t ime required for literature review. 

e-Business Frameworks 
This subject introduced issues prevalent in the e-business environment including an understand-
ing of e-business, components of e-business and the way in which this has evolved and continued 
to develop, the impact of e-business on a single company and by extrapolation on industry more 
generally, and the identification of emerging issues in e-business. It  also provided an understand-
ing of technology as the enabler of e-business.  

e-Corporate Intelligence 
The aim here was to explore a range of issues associated with the management of strategic intelli-
gence in the 21st century within the larger context of corporate knowledge. Intelligence plays a 
pivotal role in the process of creating new knowledge, which is essential for organisations to in-
novate and expand. It is a vital ingredient in shaping corporate strategy and is easily accom-
plished on the Internet. 
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B2B e-Business Applications 
B2B e-business is the largest segment of the Internet economy and this subject provided an over-
view of models, concepts and strategic issues in relation to inter-organisational B2B online ex-
changes. It also covered emerging global B2B E-business applications enabled by B2B networks, 
e-procurement, e-markets, online bidding, reverse auctions, revenue models, e-market governance 
and forward and reverse supply chain issues.  

e-Business Law 
This examined the legal landscape that enabled e-business, providing an understanding of how 
the law has reacted to developing computer technology and its use in the conduct of business. 
Legal issues in relation to e-business such as the impact of copyright, trademark and trade secret 
laws, contract and jurisdict ional concerns, digital signatures, privacy and intellectual property 
rights made up the major component of this subject.  

e-Marketing 
The impact of the Internet on marketing and advertising was examined and discussed. Particular 
emphasis was given to the role of the Web in the current, and future integrated marketing com-
munication, customer fulfilment strategy and customer relationship management (CRM). Other e-
marketing issues explored included the e-marketing structure, staffing, systems and resources. 

e-Supply Chain Management 
This subject addressed the concept of supply chains and logist ics management within e-business. 
Emphasis was on the importance of logist ics and the impact of technology for tracking goods de-
livered. It  also addressed the relationship and linkages between logistics and other functional ar-
eas of management.  

e-Business Technology 
The technological infrastructure requirements for an e-business solution were examined here. The 
subject explored the role of the Internet and associated technologies as a strategic resource for e-
business. Also explored were: the impact of networks, communication protocols, server plat-
forms, electronic communication tools, bandwidth and security, and their implications on e-
business. Technological developments and result ing e-business innovations were also discussed.  

Managing the Networked Enterprise 
This subject discussed the relationship between the practice of contemporary strategic manage-
ment and e-business in a computer networked, global context. It  specifically focussed on the prac-
t ice of strategic thinking, strategic planning, innovation and strategic change, entrepreneurship, 
leveraging e-business networks effectively, and understanding the dynamics between economic 
development and the growth of new businesses. Issues common to small, medium and large en-
terprises and those issues unique to the “networked enterprise” in each sector was discussed. 

Economics of Information and Networks 
This subject applied standard microeconomic analyses to the continuously changing area of in-
formation products and infrastructure to provide students with analytical skills to assist them in 
making strategic choices involving information goods and technology. It  examined costs of pro-
ducing information and market structures for information goods using economic tools to crit ically 
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examine alternatives for pricing and versioning information goods and technology choice. It also 
addressed the implications of standards for information products and technologies. 

e-Business Trends and Directions 
E-business evolves with new developments in technologies, partnerships, business methods and 
environmental changes result ing in new business trends, issues and challenges. This subject ex-
plored a range of rapidly changing contemporary issues as it  addressed new developments in e-
business. New business models, enabling infrastructure developments, e-business processes, 
integration and engineering requirements, the e-business environment and its implications for 
the future were explored.  

e-Business Project 
A prerequisite for this subject was that all core subjects had been successfully completed. In this 
subject students undertook and completed an industry project under the guidance of a faculty 
mentor. The project dealt with topics in the area of e-business that were of significant value to 
business and students were encouraged to undertake and complete a project with their employer. 
Other industry-sponsored projects within the E-Business group were also made available to stu-
dents.  

Minor Thesis Option 
As an alternate option, students were able to substitute three subject electives and the final project 
for a minor thesis. Thesis topics were selected jointly by students and supervisors and students 
were encouraged to choose topics relevant to e-business.  

e-Business Curriculum Issues at RMIT 
At RMIT University this course had been introduced by a high profile professor of e-business, 
and this helped increased enrolments at the inception of the program. The first cohort of students 
enrolled was well qualified, holding senior posit ions in organisations generally around the Mel-
bourne central business district. However, this professor then left the university in somewhat of a 
hurry, leaving only a few academics with e-business knowledge to deliver the program. Most 
other academics teaching into the course were from the general business area and without a tech-
nology background. Most also did not undertake research in the area of e-business. The teaching 
of these subjects was thus focussed on basic business issues that were also taught in other 
courses. Another problem was that the sequence in which the subjects were offered did not facili-
tate progressive learning.  

The students soon realised they were not gett ing what they had hoped for and the numbers re-
duced significantly. Many opted for the earlier exit point of a graduate cert ificate or a graduate 
diploma. Attracting new students to this course was also difficult and the situation was worsened 
by the dot.com crash. As a result, the university abandoned this program and included relevant 
subjects (e-Business Trends and Issues that became e-Business Models and Issues, Managing the 
Networked Enterprise, e-Business Technologies, and B2B e-Business that became e-Procurement 
and e-Markets) into another postgraduate course: the Master of Business Information Technology. 
The research program was changed to a full research masters program result ing in a lot more re-
search students exploring e-business issues. 

Factors Affecting E-Business Curriculum Change 
As it involves interactions between people and technology, e-business curricula must be consid-
ered in a socio-technical context. All curriculum change is complex, but e-business curriculum 
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development is part icularly so due to the rapidity of technological change, and also to the mult i-
tude of interested part ies involved. Figure 1 highlights the many factors involved. 

It is quite uncontroversial to say that technological change is progressing at a great rate, and that 

we need to take this into account in our curriculum development. Many Information Systems (IS) 
curriculum developers (Cougar, Davis, Gorgone, Feinstein, & Longenecker 1995; Longenecker, 
Feinstein, Cougar, Davis, & Gorgone 1994; Nunamaker. 1981) argue that IS is a technology-
driven field and that emergent technologies are an important dynamic force in its development. 
Clearly this must also be true of e-business curriculum.  

Whether the existence of a new technological entity itself is a cause for change, or whether 
change occurs as a result of people’s interaction with technology, has been the subject of much 
philosophical debate (Callon, Law, & Rip, 1986; Collins & Yearley, 1992). 

In many ways e-commerce curriculum in the early 21st century can be compared to computer sci-
ence curriculum in the 1960s or information systems curriculum in the 1970s (Tatnall, 1994, 
2006) where curriculum needed to change frequently to keep up with changes in technology. It 
was necessary for these curricula to ‘keep up’ as the fundamentals of these disciplines were then 
still being determined (Tatnall, 2002). When it is not completely clear what is fundamentally im-
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portant in any curriculum area we tend to teach what is new. E-business curriculum development 
around the world, we suggest, recently went through this stage.  

Layton’s Model of Curriculum Development 
In attempting to describe the evolution and development of new school subjects in nineteenth 
century England, Layton (1972) proposed a three-stage model. In line with this model, the evolu-
t ion of the school subjects he investigated occurred slowly, Geography for example, taking over 
80 years to achieve its current form. Layton’s model has been shown to be useful in examining 
this kind of slow subject evolution, and Tatnall (2006) has shown that limited use can be made of 
some aspects of this model in describing the rapid emergence and evolution of curricula in Infor-
mation Systems. Layton defined three stages in this subject evolution: 

In the first stage: the callow intruder stakes a place in the timetable, justifying its 
presence on grounds such as pertinence and utility. During this stage learners are at-
tracted to the subject because of its bearing on matters of concern to them. The 
teachers are rarely trained specialists, but bring the missionary enthusiasms of pio-
neers to their task. The dominant criterion is relevance to the needs and interests of 
learners. 

In the interim second stage: a tradition of scholarly work in the subject is emerging 
along with a corps of trained specialists from which teachers may be recruited. Stu-
dents are still attracted to the study, but as much by its reputation and growing aca-
demic status as by its relevance to their own problems and concerns. The internal 
logic and discipline of the subject is becoming increasingly influential in the selec-
tion and organisation of subject matter. 

In the final stage: the teachers now constitute a professional body with established 
rules and values. The selection of subject matter is determined in large measure by 
the judgements and practices of the specialist scholars who lead inquiries in the field. 
Students are initiated into a tradition, their attitudes approaching passivity and res-
ignation, a prelude to disenchantment.  (Layton 1972) 

Layton was, however, investigating school subjects such as Geography in 19th century England 
not university e-business subjects in the 21st century in Australia, but we suggest that this model 
has much to offer here just the same. Layton (1972) describes the first stage of curriculum devel-
opment in which enthusiastic teachers bring “missionary enthusiasm” to their task, and justify the 
new subject on grounds of “pert inence and utility”. Tatnall (1993, 2006) argues that this was also 
true of the growth of Information Systems curriculum in the 1970s and 1980s. Could this not also 
be said of those introducing e-business courses in the 21st century?  

Layton argues that evolution then occurs into a second stage where a tradit ion of “scholarly 
work” emerges and trained teachers take over the delivery of the subject. Greater thought is given 
to the selection and organisation of subject matter so that this is consistent with the “internal logic 
and discipline” of the new subject, rather than just being useful. This also seems to fit with cur-
rent e-business curriculum development. Layton’s third stage implies complete standardisation, 
even approaching stagnation, where subject content is determined largely by specialist scholars. 
This is not done on any basis of utility. E-business curriculum has certainly not reached this stage 
as yet, and it is questionable whether it  ever will. 

Change in E-Business Subjects at Victoria University 
In the first three e-business subjects introduced at Victoria University there was litt le formal 
change in the sense of new handbook entries. There was, however, a great deal of change in the 
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stress placed on different topics, the depth of coverage, the materials and resources, and the 
methods of teaching. In other words, there was considerable change in what was actually taught. 
In what follows we will use one of these subjects: Internet Technologies in Business, as an exam-
ple of how the curriculum within each subject has changed over the last five years. 

Internet Technologies in Business has now been taught eight t imes in Melbourne and six t imes at 
our sister university in Beijing. Two of the authors of this paper have undertaken most of this 
teaching. While each of us had spent some time as Directors of the University’s Electronic Com-
merce Research Unit and had done some e-business research, when we launched the subject we 
certainly did not regard ourselves as experts in this area. Although not novices at e-business when 
we commenced teaching this subject we certainly had to feel our way carefully in working out 
what to include and at what level to teach it. As suggested in Layton’s first stage, the subject was 
init ially justified on the grounds of utility – it  was something that IS and other postgraduate stu-
dents should know about. As there were few relevant teaching materials we quickly worked on 
putt ing together our own textbook (Davison, Burgess, &Tatnall, 2003) so that the students could 
have something other than our lectures to rely on.  Init ially we were not able to include much the-
ory or intellectual framework, and most of the teaching was about the technology itself and our 
ideas, supplemented by our reading, on how it might be used. Delivery of the subject was init ially 
very practical, with a lot of t ime spent looking at web sites, examining technology specifications 
and reading case studies. This clearly fits in well with Layton’s first stage of subject develop-
ment. 

Over the years, however, we have been able to add more of a theoretical framework to the sub-
ject. One example of this is in the area of facilitat ing business communications where we have 
included Keen and Cummins’ (1994) Telecommunications Services Platform Map to identify an 
organisation’s technical capabilit ies in relation to three dimensions of business: reach, range and 
responsiveness. We have begun moving into Layton’s second stage, but have not moved into this 
stage fully as yet. Later we became more confident with the subject material and experimented 
with sett ing up joint assessment tasks between Australian and Chinese students to illustrate col-
laboration using the Internet. It is doubtful if this subject will ever reach Layton’s third stage as 
before that begins to happen some new technology, business process or idea will probably emerge 
and the subject change fundamentally again and the curriculum development process will return 
to an earlier stage!  

Change in E-Business Subjects at RMIT University 
At RMIT the first set of subjects included in the postgraduate course were seen to be relevant, 
mainly as all had an ‘e’ attached to their t it le. However, most of the teachers were neither knowl-
edgeable in the emerging issues of their topic area, nor were they doing any research in this area. 
The subjects were relevant (Layton, 1972) as an important innovation and application of ICT in 
business and the benefits of e-commerce created a lot of interest amongst students.  

The interim stage of this course at RMIT did not quite satisfy Layton’s description of course de-
velopment as it  could not attract students to enrol. Other problems were the lack of background 
knowledge of most of the teachers which created a negative reputation. Although research in this 
area by a few academics increased and this directly informed teaching, by then the course itself 
had lost its reputation and could not attract students. The subjects taught were thus modified to 
reflect emergent issues in e-business, and included in another postgraduate course. Largely due to 
the Internet and e-business, enterprises have become more networked and this requires new man-
agement structures, people and processes. A subject involving the management of these new 
types of organisations was thus developed. Electronic data interchange (EDI) and inter-
organisational systems aspects of the B2B subject were replaced by online bidding on e-markets 
for electronic procurement of raw materials, stationery, travel and other requirements, and the 
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subject’s name changed to e-Procurement and e-Markets. Due to the growing importance of on-
tology for exist ing and emerging models in e-business, the subject e-Business Trends and Issues 
was changed to one that addressed e-Business Models and Issues.  

Although research and publications on e-business have increased around the world and newer 
topics emerged almost daily, due to the rapid changes in technology supporting e-business it  is 
not possible for any single set of theories to be taught in e-business. It  is thus still not really clear 
that the fundamentals have been determined. For e-business curricula at RMIT, Layton’s final 
stage, or perhaps even his full second stage have not been achieved as yet.  

Conclusion 
Courses and individual subjects in e-business in the two universit ies discussed have matured over 
the last ten years, changing from the highly practical and utilitarian to something better devel-
oped, and based on a more substantial theoretical framework. In any new area it takes some time 
before the fundamentals become clear and this is only start ing to happen with e-business. Of 
course some things have been apparent from the beginning, but which of these are really ideas 
that come from Information Systems, Management, Marketing or some other business area is 
only now becoming apparent as the discipline of e-business matures. In this paper we have exam-
ined case studies of the postgraduate e-business offerings from two Australian universit ies and 
looked at some of the ways in which they have changed over the last few years. This evolution 
can be related, at least to a degree, to the model proposed by Layton, and we suggest that this of-
fers a useful start ing point for the discussion of new and evolving curriculum areas. 

For the practit ioner involved in curriculum design, Layton’s idea that a new subject area begins 
with the practical and moves from there towards the theoretical is an interesting one. In our ex-
perience this model was useful in explaining the development Information Systems curriculum in 
the 1970s and 1980s as well as the more recent development of e-business curriculum. If we re-
flect on the way that we taught something the first t ime around and compare this with the way we 
teach it  now, many of us will be able to relate to this model. 
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